
"Happiness or Freedom?" 

About the One State, Numbering and Revolution. 

 

 

"Power is history’s laxity" 

           Nikos Karouzos                           

 

 

 

What is the purpose of man? 

What is the purpose of his riots? 

History has shown in the clearest way:  

The human being is capable of everything: the dreariest dystopia 

and the most generous beauty..... 

 

In the futuristic dystopia of "We", Yevgeni Zamyatin creates a 

world of numbered persons and bodies, human- shaped machines, 

fantasectomies and dream sicknesses1. 

In machines’ future of the future Eros is exiled, Fantasy is an 

incurable disease which should be immediately treated surgically 

and Freedom is the primitive naiveté of our defective ancestors. 

In the One State, Taylor’s production line is the ultimate law of life 

and death. Simple arithmetic operations are coldly calculating who 

is to live and who is to die as collateral and necessary losses on the 

path to absolute happiness ...  

So the question is: 

 

Happiness or Freedom?  

                                                            
1 Words made by Zamiatin for "We"; Fantasectomy: a fantasy removal surgery. Dreamsickness: the 
dream illness. 
 



 

 

For the Numbered (and no longer people) "happiness comes when 

there are no more desires, not one ... and next… there's nothing 

next! Period, spread uniformly, everywhere… entropy, 

psychological entropy.”   

 

… 

 

What for is there freedom? What for is the cry of despair and the 

agony that they cannot stay silent...? 

 

“Because only in differences, differences in temperatures—thermal 

contrasts” there is creation. 

 

Because ...  “if the number of revolutions is infinite, how can there 

be a final one?  How can there be a final revolution? There is no 

final one; revolutions are infinite”2.  And into their swirl and 

difficult rhythm, into their hot lava and the dangerous innovation 

they are impregnated with, only there do we have the right to 

imagine a world made up of our dreams. 

 

 

 

Savvas Stroumpos 

    

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
2
 All phrases in quotes are from the theatrical adaptation of “We", transl. David Maltese. 

 


